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Inertial Frames and Clock Rates 
 Subhash Kak   
Abstract: This article revisits the historiography of the problem of inertial frames. Specifically, the case of the twins in the clock paradox is considered to see that some resolutions implicitly assume inertiality for the non-accelerating twin. If inertial frames are explicitly identified by motion with respect to the large scale structure of the universe, it makes it possible to consider the relative inertiality of different frames.     
Introduction According to standard accounts, an inertial frame of reference is one that moves at uniform speed. In Newtonian mechanics, relative to an inertial frame, the motion of a body not subject to forces is always rectilinear and uniform as stated by the law of inertia or the first law of mechanics. Any other frame of reference moving uniformly relative to an inertial frame is also an inertial frame. With respect to an inertial frame, an object or body accelerates only when physical force is applied. The laws of nature have their simplest form with respect to these frames. In non-inertial frames one needs to introduce fictitious forces, such as the centrifugal force and the Coriolis force in rotating reference frames, which are a consequence of the acceleration of the reference frame itself and not from any physical force acting on the body.  Newton believed that the universe was infinite and homogeneous on a large scale. This assumption is implicit in the identification of inertial frames in classical mechanics. But in current theories the universe is taken to be finite and objects in the universe are accelerating away from each other and, therefore, inertiality is a somewhat different problem. In relativity theory, Lorentz invariance is the invariance of the laws of physics in inertial frames under changes of velocity or orientation.  The identification of inertial frames has led to endless debate in the twin or the clock paradox of relativity [1]. If clock rates are related to the velocity of the frame alone with no influence of acceleration, then the two frames are in a symmetric situation. As both twins move with uniform speed (excepting for brief episodes of acceleration and deceleration by one of the twins), the determination as to which of the two is privileged can only be made by considering the speed with respect to the isotropy of the finite universe [2]. If one is prepared to bring gravity into the picture, locally this determination may be made by seeing which twin is associated with the dominant gravitational field. Langevin [1] thought there was no paradox since one of the twins had to accelerate and decelerate in his journey. But this implicitly assumes that the non-accelerating frame is the inertial one.  Einstein’s first treatment [3] of the twin paradox, which was in terms of simultaneity and not acceleration, implicitly took the stay-at-home twin to be inertial. When confronted by critiques of this treatment, Einstein later claimed [4] in 
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1918 that since one of the clocks is in an accelerated frame of reference, the postulates of the special theory of relativity do not apply to it and so “no contradictions in the foundations of the theory can be construed.” This later view of Einstein is generally considered to be incorrect [5]. But as we will see, there are others who continue to maintain that gravitation or acceleration is crucial to the resolution to the paradox. The debate on the twin paradox is not concerning the mathematics of Lorentz transformation but rather the interpretation of the equations. Interpretations within scientific theory are related to the philosophical framework within which the equations of the theory are conceived. For example, the postulates of quantum theory are seen in a variety of frameworks that include the Copenhagen interpretation, the ensemble interpretation, the consistent histories, and the many-worlds view. The elimination of the viability of a specific framework requires the use of careful experiments that have the capacity to distinguish between differing frameworks. For a variety of historical reasons, the matter of interpretation of Lorentz equations has not received the same amount of attention as that of quantum mechanics. Here we revisit the historiography of the problem of inertial frames. We consider the determination of these frames and argue that certain conditions on the nature of the universe are implicit in the conventions related to the use of Lorentz transformations. We also consider the implication of this identification on time accumulation in different frames.  
Background Early models of mathematical astronomy were algebraic (for example [6],[7]) and implicitly assumed a privileged role for the observer.  The question of observers with different relative velocity was addressed by the fifth/sixth century astronomer 
Āryabhaṭa [8] who cryptically suggested that one could only determine the motion of an observer with respect to another observer. Considering the earth to be spinning, he suggested that the experience of the observers was the same at all places including the poles [9]. Galileo in the Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief 
World Systems (1632) argued that one cannot use any mechanical means to determine uniform motion. This idea eventually came to be called the principle of Galilean relativity. Outside of astronomy, early thinkers considered the question of equivalence of observers in more general and abstract contexts. For example, the Vedic idea of Indra’s net (indrajāla) models a universe that extends infinitely in all directions. At each node of the net where threads cross there is a gem that mirrors all the other gems in the net. The reflection of each gem in every other one represents the idea that each point of reality is defined by the rest of the universe. In the 
Brahmavaivarta Purāṇa (4.47), in the chapter on Indra and the Ants, it is argued that there are countless number of suns and planets. In the Vijñāna Bhairava 133 it is stated that reality exists in Indra’s net without materiality (अतत्त्वम ् इन्द्रजालाभम ् इदं 
सवर्मविस्थतम,् atattvam indrajālābham idaṃ sarvamavasthitam). In other words, it is 
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the relationships between the parts that define the whole and materiality itself is a manifestation of such relationships.  The threads of Indra's net are the laws that bind the universe. There are other similar threads in our mind that make it possible for observers to comprehend reality [10],[11]. In these conceptions it is taken that time flows at different rates for different observers but these are considered in abstract planes and not kinematically.   Newton considered space to be absolute although he recognized that there exist “relative spaces” in any of which true forces and masses, accelerations and rotations, have the same objectively measured values.  The normal understanding in physics is that in an inertial frame free particles move in straight lines, although in general relativity rectilinear motion is replaced by motion along geodesic lines. But for any trajectory one can define some coordinate system in which it is rectilinear and thus we cannot identify an inertial system by the motion of a single particle. For an inertial system at least three non-collinear free particles should move in non-coplanar straight lines. Ernst Mach claimed that the law of inertia and Newton's laws generally implicitly appeal to the fixed stars as a spatial reference-frame.  
                      An artistic visualization of Indra’s net using computer fractals (I.N. Galidakis)  A few years after the Michelson-Morley experiments showed that there was no need to postulate a medium for the propagation of light, Poincaré enunciated the principle of relativity to mean “the laws of physical phenomena should be the same, whether for an observer fixed, or for an observer carried along in a uniform movement of translation; so that we have not and could not have any means of discerning whether or not we are carried along in such a motion” [12]. In this view, all uniformly moving frames are inertial [13]. 
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This raises two basic problems: first, why are inertial frames privileged; second, how to determine if a given frame is inertial. These problems were stated by Einstein as follows:   What justifies us in dispensing with the preference for inertial systems over all other co-ordinate systems, a preference that seems so securely established by experiment based upon the principle of inertia? The weakness of the principle of inertia lies in this, that it involves an argument in a circle: a mass moves without acceleration if it is sufficiently far from other bodies; we know that it is sufficiently far from other bodies only by the fact that it moves without acceleration. Are there, in general, any inertial systems for very extended portions of the space-time continuum, or, indeed, for the whole universe? [14; page 62]   Poincaré showed that unique synchronization of clocks by means of light signals was possible in every inertial reference system defined by uniform motion alone [15] but he did not consider the question of identification of inertial frames.   One way to determine if a frame is inertial is to compare its time rate to that of all others: if the time accumulated on it is more than on any other, then the frame is inertial, assuming of course that the effects of gravity are identical in both cases or can be factored in the comparison. Since clocks in a stronger gravitational field move at a slower rate with respect to a clock at, say, the north pole, a clock at the equator will move faster because of its greater distance from Earth’s center of mass due to the flattening of the Earth, but slower because of its relative speed due to Earth’s spin and these two effects cancel each other out on the surface of the Earth. Such a comparison of time accumulations is made in special cases as in the on-board atomic clocks on the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites.  If we cannot use time accumulation, we must use some other global information to identify inertial frames. Contrariwise, we must show that local information suffices to identify inertial frames but as the remarks of Einstein quoted above show, there is no evidence in support of such a supposition.  
Inertial Frames in the Twin Paradox In the twin paradox, Twin A moves inertially from event 1 to event 2, and Twin B undergoes a period of acceleration and then moves  inertially from event 1 to an intermediate event 3, where he changes his state of motion, and then moves again inertially from 3 to 2.  It is claimed that the total elapsed time of Twin A exceeds that of Twin B.    The paradox is due to the fact that on the one hand Lorentz transformations are logically consistent and on the other both twins are almost entirely in “inertial” motion and if the situation is nearly symmetrical Twin B should not experience less elapsed time than Twin A.  Indeed, as pointed out by Max von Laue, one can imagine Twin B to hop on to an inertial frame and then hop back on another inertial frame to return to Twin A. There is no clear way to distinguish inertial worldlines from all possible worldlines excepting by determining which has experienced more elapsed time which is a circular definition. It is for this reason that Einstein said [16]: “In classical 
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mechanics, and no less in the special theory of relativity, there is an inherent epistemological defect which was, perhaps for the first time, clearly pointed out by Ernst Mach.”  He further suggested in the same paper that distant masses which we have not included in the system under consideration should be used in determination of inertial motion. Later, Einstein loosened his embrace of Mach’s ideas in the development of the general theory of relativity. In 1918, Einstein suggested that gravitational fields are necessary for resolution of the twin paradox:   However, while according to the special theory of relativity a part of space without matter and without electromagnetic field seems to be characterized as absolutely empty, e. g. not characterized by any physical quantities, empty space in this sense has according to the general theory of relativity physical qualities which are mathematically characterized by the components of the gravitational potential, that determine the metrical behavior of this part of space as well as its gravitational field. [17]  Born agreed with this view saying: [18] “the clock paradox is due to a false application of the special theory of relativity, namely, to a case in which the methods of the general theory should be applied.” This view was also supported by Pauli [19]. On the other hand, Taylor and Wheeler [20] assert that general theory should not be needed, and the invocation of gravitational fields is no longer popular in the analysis of the twin paradox. Yet, contradictory explanations continue to be provided for the resolution of the paradox. There are those who say Lorentz equations suffice to resolve the problem [1] and others who claim that one must invoke acceleration and deceleration [21].   In textbook accounts it is assumed that the twins belonged to an inertial frame before Twin B took off on his rocket, and now, using worldlines on a Minkowski diagram it is shown that Twin B’s elapsed time is less. This account 
implicitly assumes that any frame that ends up with uniform velocity different from 
that of the original frame is no longer inertial. But this means that uniform velocity is not sufficient in itself in deciding whether a frame is inertial. We need to go back in the history of the frame to see how it came to be endowed with its velocity. Only frames that have never experienced 
acceleration in their remote past are inertial! Inertial frames can thus be identified by considering their place in the cosmological model associated with the universe. This brings one back to the problem of identification of inertial frames that was mentioned by Einstein. In an infinite, homogeneous universe, there are an infinite number of inertial frames which may be identified by experiment. Likewise, in a universe with a unique origin as in Big Bang cosmology, the identification of inertial frames should also be based on information that is potentially available locally. Another perspective on the inertial frame problem is that logical paradoxes arise both in formal systems and in the consideration of the entire universe [22],[23] and, therefore, the matter cannot be completely resolved using analysis alone. Some logical paradoxes may be eliminated by enlarging the domain of the 
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discourse and by the design of new experiments that are able to distinguish between different interpretive frameworks.  
Violations of Lorentz Symmetry and General Relativity Investigation of the violations of Lorentz invariance has become an important research area in the context of quantum gravity, extensions to the Standard Model of particle physics, and cosmology [24],[25]. For example, the breaking of Lorentz symmetry leads to a breaking of the CPT symmetry which is required in quantum gravity.   Likewise, the interaction of quintessence with matter requires that Lorentz symmetry be broken. But these are issues beyond the scope of this paper.  When rotational and accelerated motion is taken to be relative, the twin paradox has new, surprising features [26]. Thus there can be instances when the accelerating twin is older [27].  
Discussion The essay has presented a brief history of the problem of inertial frames. The twin paradox of relativity is about the problem of defining inertiality. Infinite regress is associated with inertiality if only simultaneity is used for the identification of inertial frames. Asserting Twin B is not inertial because it experienced acceleration at some point in its history compels an examination of the history of each frame from the very beginning. But such previous history of the frames is unknowable in general and, therefore, the traditional approach cannot resolve the issue. The idea that an inertial frame is known merely by its uniform velocity may suffice in a local homogeneous area in a larger universe with a more complex structure. We could also speak of frames that are approximately inertial related to a gravitational field. For approximate frames that are undergoing acceleration and moving with different speeds with respect to the rest of the universe, the extent of the departure will determine which frame will have lower time accumulation.   
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